HIGH PERFORMANCE EMULSIONS

High Performance Scrubbable Emulsions
For the extended maintenance of high traffic areas
It’s not just paint.

The Scrub Test
The wet scrub resistance evaluates the resistance of the coating to
repeated cleaning and is measured by the following method.

Super
scrubbable

A predetermined wet film thickness of the paint is applied to the
test substrate and allowed to dry for 28 days.

washes time after
time after time

Brought to you by Crown Paints, Crown Trade is one of the most widely used
professional coatings brands in the UK. We offer products for the decoration
and protection of every type of domestic and commercial property.
Designed
for extremes
even very high
traffic areas

The test panel is placed on the scrub testing machine and subjected
to 200 / 40 scrub cycles (depending on paint type). After testing, the
amount of paint which has been lost from the surface is calculated
and expressed as a film thickness loss in micrometres.

Looks good
for ages
tough and smooth

An evolution in emulsion
Just like the Ammonite, Clean Extreme will stand the test of time.
It copes beautifully with the constant wear and tear that’s a
feature of high traffic areas – both commercial and domestic. Yet
despite having been formulated specifically to combat constant
abuse and repetitive cleaning, Clean Extreme has the aesthetic
qualities of the best conventional emulsions.
Clean Extreme Scrubbable Matt has been formulated specifically to
combat constant abuse and repetitive cleaning, whilst maintaining
a beautiful finish. Its self cross-linking acrylic technology and
unique blend of raw materials results in a super tough, stain
resistant finish that resists burnish marks.
Clean Extreme Durable Acrylic Eggshell has been formulated to
offer a more traditional eggshell finish, but with the durability to
allow for repetitive cleaning. It also has excellent stain resistance
properties and is ideal for use in areas subject to condensation and
steam such as kitchens and bathrooms.
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The paint can then be classified according to the following
categories;
Class 1 <5 microns @200 scrubs
Class 2 >5 <20 microns @200 scrubs
Class 3 >20 <70 microns @200 scrubs
Class 4 <70 microns @40 scrubs
Class 5 >70 microns @40 scrubs
Product Testing

Both products are available in White and a selection of tintable
colours allowing you all the colours you need to create the
environment you want, with the durability you require. We’ve
brought together an extensive palette of complimentary and
contrasting colours, and a wide range of pastels and shades that
reflect the very latest trends.

Why it makes sense
Conclusive tests have proved that Clean Extreme returns to its
‘as new’ pristine condition time and time again by cleaning alone;
without requiring the costly redecoration that is necessary with
other emulsions.
Clean Extreme extends maintenance cycles, which makes it a rising
star in Specification and a key product in our Sustainable Smart
Maintenance Asset Management line up (our way of maximising
maintenance budgets through a planned approach to cyclical
maintenance over the life-time of the building).

CLEAN
EXTREME

Brand
X

Brand
Y

KETCHUP

✔

✔

✔

OLIVE OIL

✔

✔

✔

RED WINE

1

1

4

BLUE FOOD DYE

1

1

3

MUSTARD

0

0

1

CURRY PASTE

0

0

1

PICCALILLI

0

0

0

PERMANENT MARKER

0

0

1

PENCIL

✔

✔

✔

Put it to the scrub test...

Type Of Stain

And the best news
of all is – results
prove that Clean
Extreme offers a
400% increase
in resistance to
wet scrubbing.
This is because
it loses much
less of the paint
* when
compare
d to th
conventioe loss in paint
film thickness when
film
nal emul
sions. thickness of
compared to conventional
emulsions. Clean Extreme will outperform
all other brands in the longer term.
You’ll find most marks will scrub away with water alone – but for
more extensive stains a mild detergent is more effective.

✔ Indicates stain removed with sponge and water. The number denotes degree of
staining after cleaning with sponge, detergent and water.
(0-5 stain severity, where 0 = no stain and 5 = severe staining).
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Crown Trade Customer Relations Team
Telephone: 0845 389 9583
Fax: 0845 389 9584
info@crowntrade.co.uk
www.crowntrade.co.uk

FM543424

ISO 9001

Crown Paints Ltd, PO Box 37, Hollins Road,
Darwen, Lancashire, BB3 0BG
Telephone: 01254 704951
Fax: 01254 774414
Crown Paints Ireland Ltd,
Malahide Road, Coolock, Dublin 17
Telephone: 01 8164400
Fax: 01 8478831
Crown Trade, Clean Extreme and ‘It’s not just paint, it’s Personal’
are trade marks of Crown Brands Limited.
Crown Paints Ltd. 2011
Material Code: 6034009

